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Natural Facts

1
Gypsy kids skin stags leaving guts
outside Frampton House for all to see.
Poaching pools clutch knives
slit throats make a heap of heads,
telling Taylor he can stuff his shoot.
Animal rescue workers fight
like ferrets in a bag,
occupying a quaint urban quarter.

When a man knew horseshit from sprays
could count lapwings, was paid in pence.
When a man knew bend from hack,
near from far, grist from grizzle,
it was all subterranean, somehow
so hidden and unsaid like a kettle
with a silent whistle. A concentration,
a deepening of the gaze.

2
At home we came to speech late
sometimes not at all.
Fear of sky, those higher,
bound us to village, the call.
Following trails across Three Corners
a stillness clings to boundary.
How the template can break,
be lived as something else.

We ate incessantly, like broilers,
storing for those times that might come
that might steal us from mother.
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We ate in silence. Instead of emotion,
pigs and dogs one knew and fed.
In the face of thought, undug plots,
grass to be cut, the lure of light.
An absence of fruit, reading matter.
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Yes

Mother turned the mangle’s stiff handle,
wringing out the last drops into a bowl,
her damp hands as white as cat gut.

Leaving the door open to let the wood smoke out,
I caught the cold and blackbird song
that spoke with clouds and light.

Stripped to the bone, gaps, white stones,
to pore and drift within and without,
I found space and emptiness to lift.

In the open field that was our house
irresistible lives crossed our paths, curled
round posts lying deep, leaving us replete.
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Blurred

No explanation is offered
when the old barn burns down.
No one wants to follow
into the three mile wood.
In 1961 it is enough
to believe in electricity.

A dark awareness rooted
in broken branches, absence of song,
strangling webs, a healing stag’s foot,
the remains of a bonfire,
what could be moving, or forced to,
catches an eye, jolts.

Pausing, mid-stride, to look left,
adjust the step and suspend
the slap of recognition.
Drips, echoes. Stoat ripped
flesh. Muffled clips, snaps.
Something nervous, blurred, calls out.
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Sturminster Market

Fiercely honed faces
framed in starch white coifs,
uniform black dresses to mid-calf
are absent.

Men standing around the corner
intent on cups of tea,
the cool chatter behind bar and urn,
occasionally lean away.

A rutted dirt track
rows of cars, carts
clusters of men, boys
in stratified groupings.

Creased jacket, hat in hand,
awkwardly staunch and stern,
he squints at the hated men
ringed and bidding.

He stands and waits.
Calves squeal. His feet are cold.
Ham stone horses hurl defiance,
an ossified anguish.
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After-birth

Back in the days of centre partings,
when gentlemen doffed their hats to strangers
and old people were those that walked
into the river or hid under a bridge,
I had a dog called Sue.

The wind told her a fantastic story.
I caught the periphery of her vision.
We jumped the wire fence that subsided
in our making and lifted our legs
to meet whatever lay ahead.

She burned for days. Implied
that I should prod the door, walk out
with a stick. She slept in the tool shed,
with the jackdaw, by the paraffin heater,
and never came on heat. I minced her tripe.

Someone was lost, trying to find a way.
We walked a steady line along the
grind, ears pricked, negotiating real
and perceived obstacles with trust and luck,
waiting for the next call or crack.

I could read, hear the breeze listening in,
following a trail that began to stare back
in more than distance. My foreboding
appeared in a rush from the legs of a woman
and Sue growled long and hard at our find.
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Harry in His Last Year of Employment

He brought his milk round with him, clicking
in his mouth, when we entered the hot room.
Harry in his last year of employment and I 
in my first. Two greenhorns hugging baskets
of yellow curd towards an electric hopper.
Crumbs, an acrid smell, filling our open shirts.

Harry sifts bird calls in his frequent blows.
His wholeness drifting in bits of past lives.
Stone picker. Bird scarer. Stone-breaker,
hauler. Road builder in the Twenties and Thirties.
Turns on the boundary of speech, takes
seconds to reply to a question or an order.

Leaning over hot vats to cut and turn,
forcing sword like knives inwards two-handed
as if punting, exhaling every second, third stroke.
Two men attempting to carefully empty top hats,
trimming their edges, restoring body, shape,
relentlessly told to empty yet more vats.

Harry rubs both nostrils with his forefingers
as if shaving off some unwanted flakes.
Vision ceases as the hopper clogs. Wedges
removed. Hands opened to release distant
dreams. Recaptured as the connection sparks.
Whiff of rennet, old man, wet coat.

Harry spits. The pour of his head wringing out
inner strength. Veins in full display. Effort
effervescent. Between bursts, he inspects callouses.
He insists on filling the muslin covered moulds
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refusing impulses to slow down, their sheer volume
seemingly a challenge to his name’s aura.

He thrusts his shovel to the trolley bottom
and in measured experience presses his weight
sideways on, whilst I with nimbler hands
weigh, fold muslin, remove pins, apply the pump
re-weigh and place on the press room belt.
We become a team. Old-timer. A-level student.

By hose down he’s nearly spent. Handkerchief knotted.
I offer to take the shovel. Am met with an iron
no and cannot grasp. I sulk. We do not speak.
Other workers avoided the shovel, sniggered.
Later I saw marks on the scales, his fear, and
Harry lost two fingers in the hopper, and left.

 


